
 

Kino Ken screened the Saudi film WADJDA on January 5, 2014 at the Harris 

Theater in Pittsburgh. Here is his review of that film. 

Saudi Arabia   2012   color   98 minutes   subtitled live action feature drama in 

Arabic   Razor Film / High Look Group / Rotana Studios / Norddeutscher Rundfunk 

/ Bayerischer Rundfunk / Filmforderungsanstalt (FFA) / Mitteldeutsche 

Medienforderung (MDM) / Doris Duke Foundation for Islamic Art /  

Dubai Entertainment and Media Organization / Enjaaz (Dubai) /  

RAWI – Middle East Screenwriter’s Lab / Abu Dhabi Film Commission / 

Medienbord Berlin-Brandenberg / Sundance Institute Feature Film Program / 

Hubert Bals Fund   Producers: Amr Alkahtani, Gerhard Meixner, Roman Paul 

 

15 of a possible 20 points                                                        **** of a possible ***** 

Key:  *indicates outstanding performance or technical achievement 

(j) indicates a juvenile performer 

 

Points 

2          Direction: Haifaa Al-Mansour* 

1          Editing: Andreas Wodraschke 

2          Cinematography: Lutz Reitemeier 

1          Lighting: Mathias Beier 

1          Written by: Haifaa Al-Mansour 

1          Music: Max Richter, Yousif Al Ali (opening song) 

2          Production Design / Art Direction: Thomas Molt / Dr. Tarik Saeed 

2          Sound: Sebastian Schmidt,  Sebastian Heyser, Luigi Rensinghoff, 

            Marc Meusinger 

2          Acting 



1          Creativity 

15 total points 

 

Cast: Waad Mohammed* (j) (Wadjda, a rebellious girl), Reem Abdullah  

(Wadjda’s mother), Abdullrahman Al Gohani (j) (Abdullah, Wadjda’s friend, a 

boy), Ahd* (Principal at Wadjda’s school), Sultan Al Assaf (Wadjda’s father), 

Alanoud Sajini (Fatin), Rafa Al Sanea (j) (Fatima, a student at Wadjda’s school), 

Dana Abdullilah (Salma), Rehab Ahmed (j) (Noura, a pious girl at Wadjda’s school), 

Nouf Saad (Female Koran Teacher), Ibrahim Almozael (Toy Shop Owner), 

Mohammed Zahir (Iqbal, driver of cab for Wadjda’s mother), Sara Aljaber (Leila), 

Noura Faisal (Abeer, an eloping girl), Dima Sajini, Maram Alkhozaim, Marian 

Alkhozaim (all j) (Koran contestants), Rawan Abdulsalam (Yasemine),  

Tahani Yusef (Teacher), Saud Alojayan (Male Hospital Worker), Ali Algorbani 

(Salesman 1), Saud Alotaibi (Salesman 2), Mohammed Albahry (Contractor), 

Sami Hazim (Abdullah’s uncle with famous moustache), Mariam Alghamdi 

(Grandmother), Mohammed Alkhozaim (Bearded Man in Toy Shop), 

Ahmad Noman (Friend of Toy Shop Owner), Vincent Wager (Radio Presenter) 

 

     What is it like growing up female in contemporary Saudi Arabia? A glimpse of 

the answer is provided by WADJDA, the first narrative fiction film from director 

Haifaa Al-Mansour, whose distinguished effort here bodes well for her future 

filmmaking career. Shot in the secular city of Riyadh, Al-Mansour’s drama reflects 

a pervasive double standard that privileges males and trivializes their opposites. 

     A stubborn nonconformist, such as the girl Wadjda, who is determined to buy, 

ride and race a bicycle despite discouragements and obstacles set in her path by 

traditionalist adults, confronts social realities unknown to modern western female 

protagonists. She can’t even obtain mention on her father’s family tree. For only 

males are permitted that kind of public exposure. When the girl pins a name tag 

on the showpiece illustration it is soon removed, something done discreetly after 

the trespasser’s left the room. Other interventions are more direct, such as her 

principal’s dumping of a personal schoolbag to search for unauthorized non-

Islamic materials judged unsuitable for preadolescent girls. Rock tapes, woven 

soccer team ribbons, nail polish --- all clearly the work of a busy alien devil --- 



must be confiscated in order to preserve the innocence of Moslem maidens. 

There are clothing restrictions, too, including a veil to obscure tantalizing feminine 

faces from viewings of eminently temptable males, primarily adult ones.  

     Wadjda’s answer is to wear a Western t-shirt proclaiming her identity as “I am 

a great catch.” This garb does not accompany its owner to school, however. There 

a uniform of drab gray allows all students to blend together like a tribe of dusty 

shuffling monochromatic carpets out for vertical airings. Even a hopscotch game 

in the school courtyard is abandoned by most participants due to the presence on 

nearby roofs of construction workers. Stalwart individualist Wadjda continues to 

play there until corralled back to class by Ms. Hussa, whose supervisory duties 

require constant enforcement of bans created by Saudi men. Yet her own 

classroom dress continually violates that code , a fact not lost on Wadjda. 

     When the youthful protagonist spots a new bicycle being delivered to a nearby 

toy shop, obsession grips her. She must become its owner. For eight hundred 

riyals, or about $216.00, this splendid green marvel would make an unforgettable 

signature purchase. When direct appeal to Mother’s charitable nature fails, the 

stubborn capitalist undertakes a series of business ventures to accumulate  

necessary capital, in the meantime bribing the toy shop merchant to hold her 

coveted vehicle until necessary funds are raised. This she effects by handing him a 

unique self-created mixtape of Western pop music, adopting a traditional male 

custom to happily serve her own subversive interest. 

     Meanwhile, all is falling apart on the home front. Since Mother dares not risk 

another pregnancy after a nearly fatal first one, Father and Mother-in-Law are 

publicly trolling the bridal market, seeking a fresh, virginal second wife who might 

be more amenable to producing a male heir, that inflated paramount ideal of 

Middle Eastern fathers. Even her newly obtained enticing red dress with 

suggestive décolletage and a succulent feast specially prepared by his current 

spouse fails to deter Wadjda’s dad in his quest for lineal immortality. His rejection 

of her mother is tempered with genuine affection and respect for Wadjda, who 

ultimately honors his house by winning a Koran recitation and recollection contest 

at school.  

     Wadjda had hoped to use the prize money, a thousand riyals, to obtain her 

precious bike. But, as usual, meddling principal Hussa counters with a different 



proposal: make a full donation of winnings to Palestinian freedom fighters, an 

extremely low priority for the apolitical competition victor.   

     Hussa’s as much of a nemesis in Riyadh as The Wicked Witch of the East is in 

Dorothy’s Oz, except that Ms. Hussa represents a far larger bloc of society and 

spurns the company of community pariahs such as Abeer, a young woman 

graduate of the madrassa Wadjda attends who makes the faux pas of trying to 

leave the country clandestinely with an unapproved young lover of romantic 

persuasion. Heroine Wadjda milks this situation for all she can get, extracting cash 

from both infatuates in exchange for transporting an exit visa from Abeer to her 

swain. With profits from that undertaking and additional payoffs for selling 

homemade braided soccer ribbons to undeclared football enthusiasts at school, 

Saudi Arabia’s answer to Wall Street brokerage apprenticeship rakes in a growing 

fistful of moolah, with potential additions from mixtape customers and 

classmates in need of alibis to cover up involvement in proscribed activities. Such 

as two older students in the same madrassa with unquenchable thirsts for soccer 

magazines and nail polish who run afoul of the local religious police, represented 

ably by Ms. Hussa, unofficial investigator and chief interrogator for both school 

and respectable society.  

     With an enlarging reputation for piousness stemming from voluntary 

immersion in Koran study, Wadjda finds herself walking a tightrope with erstwhile  

role models accused of sexual impropriety at one end and conservative 

headmistress Hussa on the other. Though the two accused teens had been 

engaged in nothing more deviant than application of nail polish and perusal of a 

lavishly illustrated sports magazine, unfortunate tardy sequestering of the latter 

by one suspect under a dress belonging to her comrade leads Hussa to conclude a 

lesbian relationship was being established. As a consequence, all girls in her 

school are banned from touching, hugging, holding hands or any physical contact 

whatsoever. A preposterous overreaction with lamentable consequences. 

     So far the film has proceeded with incisive satirical humor. At this juncture it 

darkens. Wadjda’s father deserts his original spouse. Mother disdains a lucrative 

job offer at a hospital because of its breach in observance of female veiling 

custom. Wadjda’s best friend is banished from her rooftop. And two senior 

students she lionizes treat her as a traitor for failing to substantiate their claims of 



innocence in the contraband magazine affair. The latter duo are not happy 

campers in new roles as social pariahs. 

     Will Wadjda succeed in obtaining the cycle of her dreams? If she does, who will 

win the race between her and Abdullah? Does it matter, considering the breakup 

of her family?  

     Watch the conclusion of the film and decide for yourself whether it is 

dramatically appropriate or a foregone conclusion freighted with political 

correctness. 

     Acting is excellent in both leading and secondary roles. Particularly engaging is 

newcomer Waad Mohammed, carrying the film as incontrovertibly feminist 

Wadjda. Ahd’s Principal Hussa is equally convincing as the heroine’s hypocritical 

opponent, treasonous warden and voluntary prisoner to an imposed male regime.    

As noted by a Saudi girl who saw WADJDA at an embassy in its native country,  

children acting out madrassa scenes depict them in completely genuine and 

honest fashion. This fidelity to realism is unsurprising, considering director Al-

Mansour’s previous documentary films.  

     Abetting it is a serviceable screen play which consistently highlights  

contradictions between human need for versatility and social calcification 

buttressed by religious authority. Director Haifa Al-Mansour did double duty as 

screenwriter, so dialogue heard is chargeable to her as well. It is ably delivered, 

taut, and conducive to debate by audiences leaving the theater after closing 

credits. 

     The dry, uncomfortable physical environment is expressively communicated in 

Lutz Reitemeier’s sandy, windblown images. These convey both spiritual and 

climatic sereness, one reinforcing the other. What isn’t seen much is any kind of 

verdancy, which would suggest creativity and growth, both notable for their 

absence in R iyadh, despite its proliferation of modern, obtrusively inappropriate 

architecture. Perhaps it is most fitting preadolescent boys observed on a building 

site are preoccupied with destroying it through bombardment, rather than 

mesmerized by its constructiveness.  

     Interior decorations, particularly those found in Wadjda’s home, seem 

conclusively to establish the upper middle-class family of the film’s heroine. 



Whether the dishware, furniture, home entertainment center and artwork are 

truly representative of modern upscale Arab professionals is not something this 

reviewer can judge. Their presence provides a comfortable bridge for Western 

spectators and, perhaps, a necessary one. A plenitude of toys and games in the 

bicycle shop scenes mirrors early division into male and female playthings, with 

sections of the store clearly demarcated for each sex. Available dolls appear to be 

more generic than local in origin.  

     Sound recording is superior, permitting wind effects, snatches of music and 

fine shadings of Koran recital intonations to be fully apprehended and relished. 

     Music is sparse, consisting of pop radio extracts and devotional chants, neither 

particularly appealing to sound-saturated Western auditors, but nonetheless 

conforming well to what Wadjda and her peers would be hearing in their native 

culture.  

     Illumination is more adequate than exemplary, with too many white subtitles 

drowned in creamy backgrounds. Somewhat sharper definition in night scenes 

would have been appreciated. 

     Andreas Wodraschke’s editing is proficient in the first two sections of the film, 

but becomes lax and sluggish in concluding scenes. Trimming of the finale would 

have strengthened the film’s overall impact. In its current form, WADJDA appears 

to dissipate dramatically at the end, not the best manner in which to bid farewell 

to exiting viewers.   

     Overall, the film is a benchmark achievement in female empowerment films 

from the Middle East. Its plucky lead is a pleasure to watch and the abundance of  

topical humor skewering outmoded tribal mores makes dialogue enjoyable 

throughout. Recommended, particularly to teen and adult females, as well as 

reinforcing male counterparts. Too complex, however, for preteens to 

successfully navigate intellectually. An unexpected treat for discriminating film 

enthusiasts.  


